ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF PERIODIC MAPS
WITHOUT FIXED POINTS1
P. E. CONNER AND E. E. FLOYD

1. Introduction.
We will consider the existence problem for fixed
points of periodic maps. When the period is prime power, the theorem

of P. A. Smith is available

[S]. That is, if X is a locally compact,

finite dimensional
space whose mod p Cech cohomology groups are
trivial, and if T: X—*X is of period pn where p is a prime, then T has
a fixed point. It is shown here that such propositions
are false in
case the period is not prime power.
In §4 we show that if r is a positive integer greater than one which
is not prime power then there exists a compact, finite dimensional
space X with trivial integral Cech cohomology groups and a map
T: X—>X of period r which is without fixed points. In §6, with r as
above, it is shown that there exists a contractible manifold M and a
map T: M—*Moi period r and without fixed points. It seems reasonable to conjecture
that the manifold M constructed
is actually a
Euclidean space En. If this could be proved, the Smith conjecture
that periodic maps on E" have a fixed point would be answered in

the negative.
2. Commuting maps; the prime power case. Our constructions
will
be based on the study of maps/: X^>X which commute with a given
periodic map T. In this section we point out some of the facts in the
prime power case.
We say that an endomorphism
h of the group G is nilpotent if for
each xEG we have hn(x) =0 for n sufficiently large. In the following,
H{(X, K) denotes the Cech cohomology group with coefficients in
K, and H°(X; K) denotes the reduced O-dimensional
group.
(2.1) Suppose that T is a periodic map of prime power period p" on
the compact, nonempty, finite dimensional space X. Suppose also

that f:X^>X is a map such that fT=Tf and that f*:H*(X, Zp)
—+H'(X, Zp) is nilpotent for i = 0, 1, • • • . If F denotes the fixed point
set of T, then F is nonempty and (f\ F)*: H{(F, ZP)^>H{(F, Zp) is also
nilpotent for i = 0, 1, • •
Proof.

Consider the inverse system
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xLxLxlLet Y denote

the inverse

(x,-: XiEX and/x<+i=Xi).

limit space whose points

Since/*

is nilpotent,

/*

are the sequences

the direct limit of

/*

H%X, Zv)U W(X, Zp) -> ■■■
is trivial, so that K{(Y, Zp)=0 for i = 0, 1, • • •. Also dim FgdimA,
so that Y is finite dimensional. There is the periodic map T': Y—»Y
which maps (x*) into (Tx/). By the Smith theorems referred to in the
introduction
[5], the fixed point set F' of V is nonempty
and
Hi(F', Zp) =0 for i = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ . Since F' is nonempty,
then F is nonempty.
Also F' is the inverse limit space of

f f\F
i1— f f\F
i1— •, • •
so that H^F', Zp) is the direct limit of

(/I
H'(F, Zp) Ul

F)*>H'iF, Zp) Vl
(/| F)*>

Since iT(A', ZP)=Q, then (/| A)* is nilpotent.

The theorem follows.

We now show by example that (/[ A)* is not necessarily nilpotent
when coefficients are in the group Z of integers. The example is
closely related to the deeper examples of §3.
(2.2) Consider the involution T: S2—>S2which is reflection in a great
circle, and whose fixed point set F is therefore a circle. There exists a

map f: S2—*S2with fT= Tf, with f homotopic to a constant, and with
f\F:S1^S1ofdegree2.
Proof. Consider S2 as the join 5° o S1 of a 0-sphere
S1. Let T': S°—>S° denote the involution interchanging

5° and a circle
the two points

of 5°. Let T: S2—*S2denote the join T' o id which maps the line segment from xoES° to xiES1 linearly onto the segment from T'xo to
Xi. Let/': 51—»5J denote an arbitrary
map of degree 2. We extend/'
to a map /: S2—>A2satisfying the assertions of our theorem. Define
/ so as to map the first third of the segment from x0G5° to XiES1
linearly onto the segment from x0 to Xi, the middle third linearly onto
the segment from xiGS1 to T'xoES", and the final third linearly onto

the interval from T'xoES" to f'xiES1.

It may be seen that fT=Tf

and that/| F=f, which is of degree 2. It remains to be seen that/ is
of degree 0. We leave this to the reader, since we do not use the
example further.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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3. Commuting maps; the composite case. In this section we give
examples to show that the results of the preceding section cannot be
extended to maps whose periods are not prime power. These examples form the basis for the remainder of the paper.
(3.1) Suppose that r is a positive integer greater than one which is
not prime power. There exists a periodic map T: S3—»53 of the 3-sphere
S3 which is of period r and is without fixed points, and there exists a

map f: S3—>S3with fT = Tf and with f homotopic to a constant.
Proof. Suppose r = pip2, where p\ and p2 are relatively prime and
greater than one. Let 7\: S1-^Sl denote rotation
through
2x/pu
i=l, 2. Consider S3 as the join 51 o Sl, consisting of a union of intervals from XiG-S1 to x2ESr, one joining each xi in the first copy of S1

in S1 o S1 to each x2 in the second copy of S1 in Sl o S1. Let T=Ti o Tt;
that is, if x=(l—t)xi+tx2
let Tx= (1 —t)TiXi+tT2x2. Then T is of
period r, and without fixed points. Of course, T is a well-known periodic map of S3.
We now construct /: S3—*S3. Since pi and p2 are relatively prime,
there exist integers «i and n2 with n\pi + n2p2= — 1. Consider the
maps /,: Sl—tS1 given

in complex

coordinates

by fi(z)=zmi.

Then

ftTi= Tifi if ra,= l mod pi. Set mi = n,pi + l, *= 1, 2. Define/: S3—>53
so as to map the first third of the segment from xi in the first copy
S\ of S1 in S1 o S1 to x2 in the second copy S\ of S1 in S1 o S1 linearly
onto the segment from /1X1 to Xt, the middle third linearly onto the
segment from x2ES\ to xiGSj, and the final third linearly onto the

interval from XiG-Sl to f2x2. Explicitly

(1 - 3f)/i*i + 3tx2, Ofktfk

/((l - t)xi + txt) =

1/3,

(3j - l)xj + (2 - 3t)x2, l/3fklfk

2/3,

(3 - 3i)xi + (31 - 2)f2xt, 2/3 fk I g 1.
It can be seen that fT= Tf. The remainder of the proof will be
devoted to showing that/:
5s—>S3 is of degree 0.
If aES1 is represented
by e2ria, where a is an irrational
number,
then/_1(a/2+a/2)
consists of three types of points

1. 5xi/6+a/6;fi(xi)=a,xiES1;
2. a/2+a/2;
3. 5a/6+x2/6;ft(x2)=a,xtES1.
We observe that/is
it is also orientation

= deg/i —l+degf2

differentiable near each point of f~~1(a/2 + a/2);
preserving except at the point 2. Hence2 deg /

= nipi+n2p2 + l=0.

The theorem is proved.

2 We are indebted to the referee for suggesting the counting argument,
shorter than our original proof.
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4. A fixed point free map on a compact acyclic space. A special
case of the theorem of Smith [5] implies that if 7": A—>A is of prime
power period where A is a compact, finite dimensional space with

H'iX, Z)=0fori

= 0,l,

■ • ■ , then Thas a fixed point. We show that

this holds only if the period is prime power.
(4.1) Suppose that r is a positive integer greater than one which is not
prime power. There exists a compact finite dimensional space X with

HliX, Z) =0 for i = 0,l,
T has no fixed points.

■ • • and a map T:X—*X of period r such that

Proof. We use the technique of the proof of (2.1). Consider the
map T: S3—>53of period r and the map/: S3—>S3constructed in (3.1).
Then T is without fixed points, fT= Tf, and / is homotopic to a constant. Consider the inverse mapping system

53J_ SsJ_ 53<L. . . .
The limit space X of this system has H'iX, Z) =0 for i = 0, 1, • • • ,
since/*=0.
The map T: S3—>S3generates a map T':X—>X which
maps (x,) into (7x<). T' is of period r and without fixed points. The
conclusion follows.

5. Fixed point free maps on contractible

complexes. We construct

in this section a star-finite, finite dimensional contractible
complex
X together with a periodic simplicial map T: A—>X which has no
fixed points. The period r of T may be any positive integer greater
than one which is not prime power. The fundamental
device (other
than (3.1)) used in the construction
is that of an iterated mapping
cylinder, a concept to which we have been led by study of an example

of Eilenberg [l].
The mapping cylinders that we use are possibly slightly different
from the usual, due to a desire to obtain polyhedra.
(5.1) Definition.
Suppose A and Y are finite complexes, and that
/: X—* Y is simplicial. Suppose also that the vertices of A are partially
ordered by an ordering < under which the vertices of any simplex
of X are simply ordered. It will be convenient to suppose that X and
Y are embedded as disjoint subcomplexes of a simplex 5. The simplicial mapping cylinder C of f denotes the finite complex consisting
of the union of X, of Y, and of all faces of simplices spanned by
xo, • • ■ , Xk, fxk, • • • , fx„ (repetitions are possible) where xo < • • •
<x„ are vertices of a simplex of A and where OSkSn.
Call A the

beginning of C and Y the end of C.
(5.2) Suppose f: X—*Yas in (5.1). The simplicial mapping cylinder
C may be contracted (iw C) into its end Y. If f is homotopic to a conLicense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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slant, then the beginning X of C may be contracted to a point in C.
Proof. The set of vertices of C is the union of the vertices of X
and the vertices of Y. Partially order the vertices of C by taking
the given partial ordering on X, by simply ordering the vertices of
Y, and by defining each vertex of X to be less than each vertex of Y
Triangulate
CXI.
If ^o<^i < • • • <vn span a simplex of C and

Oflk^h,

then
vt X 0, ■ ■ ■ , vk X 0, vk X 1, ■ ■ ■ , vn X 1

span a simplex of CXI. We define now the simplicial contracting
map F. Define F(vX0) =v for all vertices v of C. If v is a vertex of X,

let F(vXl)=fv;
if v is a vertex of Y, let F(vXl)=v.
It may be
checked that F extends to a simplicial map F: CXI—*C, and that F
contracts C into Y.
If we consider F\XXI
we obtain a homotopy of the inclusion
XEC to the composition AT—>'FCC in C. If / is homotopic to a constant, then the beginning X of C may be contracted to a point in C.
(5.3) Definition.
Suppose that X is a finite polyhedron with triangulation Ai, and that/: X—>X maps an wth barycentric
subdivision
A2 of Ai simplicially into Ai. Suppose < is the natural partial ordering
of a barycentric
subdivision:
x0<Xi if the simplex of which x0 is
barycenter
is a face of the simplex of which Xi is barycenter.
In the
simplicial mapping cylinder C, the beginning of C occurs with triangulation A2 and the end of C with triangulation
Ai. Let C" denote
the nth barycentric
subdivision
of C modulo the beginning of C.
Then, in C, the beginning and end both occur with triangulation
A2.
Let now G, C2, • • • be a sequence of disjoint copies of C". Let
Go, the iterated mapping cylinder of /, denote the infinite complex

obtained from Ci\JC2\J

• • • by identifying the end of G and the

beginning of C,+i. C„ is a star-finite,
finite dimensional
complex.
(5.4) ///: X—>X, as in (5.3), is homotopic to a constant, then Go is

contractible.

Proof. Consider the subset GU • • ■UC„ of Go, with the end of
d identified with the beginning of G+i- Repeated use of (5.2) yields
a contraction, in GW ■ ■ ■ UC„ of CiU • • • WC, into the end of C„.
Since/ is homotopic to a constant, the end of Cn is contractible
to a
point in Cn+i. Hence CiU • • • UC„ is contractible
to a point in
dU • • • UCn+i. All the homotopy groups of Go are therefore trivial,
and Go is contractible.
(5.5) Theorem.
Suppose that r is a positive integer greater than one
which is not prime power. There exists a star-finite, four dimensional
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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map T: A—>A of period r and

without fixed points.
Proof.
Consider the map T: S3—>S3 constructed
in (3.1) as
T=TiO T2. Now Ti and T2 are simplicial in certain triangulations
Di
and D2 of Sl. There is a natural join triangulation
Ai of S1 o Sl under
which T is simplicial. It is no restriction
to suppose that if v is a
vertex of Ai for which v and Th) span an edge of Ai, then v = T'v.

Consider next the map/: S3—>S3of (3.1) with fT= Tf and /homotopic to a constant. There exists an wth barycentric
subdivision A2
of At such that/
has a simplicial approximation
from A2 to Ai. That
is, for each vertex v of A2

(*)

fiSlA^v) C StAtW

for some vertex w of Ai. Select one vertex v from each T-orbit of
vertices of A2. For such a v, select any vertex w of Ai, for which (*)
holds and define w=f'v. Operating on (*) with T* and using fT'= T1/,

(**)
Define f'iT'v)

fiSt,2T'v)EStAlTfiv).
= Tif'v. We must

show that

/'

is uniquely

defined.

Suppose Thi = T'v. Then

fiShtT<v) C StAlTfiv) r\ StAlT'f'iv).
Hence T'f'iv) and T'f'iv) span an edge of Ai. Hence, by the requirement imposed on Ai, Tif'(v) = T'f'(v) and /' is uniquely defined.
Hence we have obtained a simplicial approximation
/': A2—*Aiof/
with f'T= Tf. Also/' is homotopic to a constant, being homotopic
to / Let A denote the iterated
mapping cylinder C„ of /'. Now
T: S3—>S3is simplicial in both Ai and A2. It also preserves the order of
(5.3) on vertices of A2. T induces a periodic map on the simplicial
mapping cylinder C of /': A—+A and also of the subdivision C of C.
Hence T induces a map of period r of Cx which has no fixed points.

The theorem follows.
6. Fixed point free maps on contractible

manifolds.

In this section

we use a regular neighborhood
technique used before [3; 4] to expand the example of (5.5) into an example on a manifold. It is plausible that the manifold constructed
is E"; however, the J. H. C.
Whitehead theory of regular neighborhoods
[6] has been developed
in full only for finite complexes so that we are not able to draw any
immediate conclusion from it.

(6.1) Theorem.

Suppose that r is a positive integer greater than one
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which is not prime power. There exists a contractible manifold M and a
periodic map S: M—+M of period r which has no fixed points.

Proof. According to (5.5) there exists a star-finite, four dimensional contractible complex K and a simplicial map T: K—+K without
fixed points. It is no restriction
[3, p. 431] to suppose K embedded
as a subcomplex
of triangulated
Euclidean
space Enr ior some n,
and to suppose that T on K is 51 K where 5 is the cyclic permutation
(Xi, • • • , Xr) —» (x2, ■ • ■ , Xr, Xi),

Xi E E".

One may also suppose 5 simplicial on all of Enr. Consider the regular
neighborhood
M of K; that is, the union of all open stars of Sd2K

relative to Sd2Enr. Since S(K)EK

then S(M)EM.

Now the fixed

point set F of S is a subcomplex of Enr, disjoint from K. Hence F is
disjoint from M. Therefore 5: M—>M is of period r and without
fixed points. Also ACis a deformation
retract of M [2, p. 70 ]; since
K is contractible,
so is M. The theorem follows.
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